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BROTHERLY (AND OTHERLY) LOVE 

 
1. Arrigoni, Giovanni Battista, conte. Il fraterno amore, overo il 
Delio, favola pastorale con gli intermedii apparenti ... [bound 
with] Rime del conte Gio. Battista Arigoni. Padova: Pietro 
Paolo Tozzi, 1610.      $1,600 

Two titles in one volume.  12mo (16 cm);  82, [2]; 82, [2]. Both titles 
within elaborate engraved borders; woodcut initials  and ornaments. In 
early plain paste-paper boards.  Text block untrimmed, preserving 
deckle edges.  Occasional light damp stains. References:  Michel I, 254, #4 
and #11; Bruni & Evans, Italian 17th cent., #314. 

Two works by Count Giovanni Battista Arrigoni of Padua, 
member of the Accademia dei Fecondi and founder of the 
Accademia degli Avveduti.  In the wake of Tasso’s Aminta and 
Guarini’s Il Pastor Fido, the composition of pastoral musicals 
spread fast through Italy’s creative salons. The Accademia degli 
Aveduti, founded and directed by Arrigo, boasted the 
membership of the notable Tuscan composer Gaspare Torelli, 
and it is almost certain that Torelli composed the music for 
Arrigoni’s pastoral play Il Fraterno Amore (Brotherly Love), 
published here with a dedication to Cosimo II de’ Medici. 

The second work, with its own title page and pagination, is the 
first edition of a collection of 133 baroque poems (under the 
stylistic influence of Giambattista Marino) dedicated to Cardinal 
Odoardo Farnese.  True to form, the poet addresses complex, 
highly-wrought linguistic curlicues to such mundane subjects as 
his admiration for a lady with blond hair to an account of an 
escaped pet dog.  Printed at the end are six poems dedicated to 
Arrigoni himself by members of the nobility, the last two of these 
in Greek and Hebrew respectively. 

  

 



ON THE EDGE 

 2. [Bandettini-Landucci, Teresa]   Amarilli Etrusca. Rime 
estemporanee di Amarilli Etrusca; Saggio di versi 
estemporanei. Verona: Nella stamperia Giuliari, 1801.                         
         $750 

First edition. Octavo (20 cm); 127, [2], 39 pages, and engraved portrait.  
Publisher’s device on title page.  Engraved head-pieces and tail-pieces.  
In original green, pink, and black woodblock printed wraps with paper 
title label on spine.  Lower portion of original spine perished.  Original 
wraps protected in contemporary or slightly later improvised dust jacket 
in woodblock-printed floral pattern.  Missing portions of dust jacket 
reinforced.  Hinges reinforced, and old repairs to some leaves.  
References: Ferri, Biblioteca Femminile Italiana, 34; Parenti, Rarità 
bibliografiche (1958) vol 4, 78; Parenti, Prime edizioni italiane, 51.  Bound (as 
issued) with a reprint of Bandettini’s Saggio di versi estemporanei, originally 
published in Pisa in 1799. 

Teresa Bandettini (1763-1837) filled salons and ballrooms all over 
Northern Italy performing improvisational poetry and dance, 
adorned in clothing deemed “Grecian.” At age 15, she joined a 
dance company, and over the next ten years she developed her 
talent of reciting while dancing. By the time she arrived in Florence 
in 1795, her fame was secured, she had joined the Arcadian 
Academy (with the name Amarilla Etrusca), and she was welcomed 
into the Florentine salons.  The literary world celebrated her, and 
even Niccolò Paganini dedicated sonatas to her!  Bandettini’s 
performances must have been thrilling and edgy.  She took chances 
in pursuit of the creative moment.  Accounts report that she could 
become emotionally overwhelmed onstage. Aware of criticism that 

spontaneous poetry did not hold up in print, she published a brief 
statement about it, included in this volume.  “Art and reflection 
could make these verses better,” she wrote, “but while these two 
daughters of time could change the features of any poem, they 
could lose the ingenuity stamped into the unmediated song.”  

   



BODONI’S STAR APPRENTICE 

  

3. Beccaria, Cesare (1738-1794). Dei delitti e delle pene. Milano: 
Luigi Mussi, 1812.       $2,000 

Folio (47 cm); xv, 206, [2 blank] pages. Contemporary green cloth with 
green polished morocco backstrip titled and decorated in gilt. Vellum 
tips. Margins are remarkably wide. Some wear at spine ends and 
extremities. Negligible traces of finger-smudges here and there. 
Preserved in custom slipcase constructed of cloth-covered board. 
Justification page completed in manuscript, numbered and SIGNED by 
the publisher, Luigi Mussi, with acknowledgment of the purchaser, one 
Antonio Martonitotti of Pavia. Later bookplate of Emilio de Marchi 
Gherini, secretary of the ill-fated Banco Ambrosiano, which collapsed 
under scandal in 1982 after the corpse of its chairman, Roberto Calvi, 
was discovered hanging from a rope under Blackfriars Bridge in London. 

References:  PMM 209 (1764 ed.); Gamba 2147 (“magnifica 
ristampa”) and 2148.   

One of the great texts of the Enlightenment presented in 
spectacular style by the Milanese printer Luigi Mussi, who had 
apprenticed with Bodoni and absorbed his design sensibilities.  
Mussi appears to have been an early exponent of the “limited 
edition,” a  marketing incentive that became more common in the 
late 19th- and early 20th-century.  This grand folio was produced 
in a numbered edition of 50 copies on “velino reale” paper (out of 
a total run of 60), numbered and signed by Mussi. 

  

 

 

  



  
  
  
  
JEWS OF THE MEDIEVAL MIDDLE EAST 
  
4. Benjamin of Tudela. Itinerarium D. Beniaminis cum 
versione et notis Constantini L'Empereur ab Oppyck... 
Leiden: Elzevir, 1633.         $6,000 
  
First bilingual edition. Octavo (16 cm).; [48], 234, [22] pages.  
Woodblock initials and vignettes.  In marbled boards, circa 1900, 
renewed endleaves, spine artlessly reinforced in cloth, worn at 
edges. Paper label apparently original. Provenance: Salomon Jakob 
Florsheim (exlibris). Some light foxing.  Reference: Willems 377; 
Blackmer 120.   
Hebrew text  of  Ma'asot shel rabi Benjamin, accompanied by a Latin 
translation.  This “travelogue” (first published in Hebrew in 1543 
and in Latin in 1575) recounts the author’s journey through the 
Middle East and Central Asia in the 12th century.  Da Tudela 
traveled from Spain through southern France, Italy, Greece, 
Constantinople, Cyprus, Palestine, Egypt, on to Baghdad, and 
visited many of the local Jewish communities. He is remembered 
as the most important traveler of Jewish origin in the Middle Ages. 
The narrative is an prime source for the history of the Jewish 
traditions in the Mediterranean area. He even described the 
lighthouse of Alexandria (collapsed in 1326), one of the seven 
wonders of the ancient world. 
  

 

  



POET LAUREATE 

5. [Bodoni, Giambattista]; Maria Maddalena Morelli (in Arcadia 
Corilla Olimpica, 1727-1800). Atti della solenne coronazione 
fatta in campidoglio della insigne poetessa Dna. Maria 
Maddalena Morelli Fernandez Pistojese tra gli Arcadi Corilla 
Olimpica. Parma: nella Stamperia Reale, 1779.  $1,600 

Quarto (23cm); [4], xii, 296 pages.  Engraved portrait frontispiece, 
headpieces and ornaments by Domenico Cagnoni.  Text within 
typographic borders.   In old marbled paste-paper titled in manuscript 
on spine.  Edges stained red and blue to match covers. Bookplate of the 
distinguished publisher Mario Spagnol (d. 1999) and the author Elena 
Spagnol (d. 2020),  A bright, fresh, lovely copy!    Reference: Brooks, 135 
(“graziosissimo libro.”)  

When Maria Maddalena Morelli was crowned the first female Poet 
Laureate before the Pope on the Capitoline Hill in Rome in 1776,  
the world cracked in half.  Half the Arcadian Academy quit the 
order. To qualify for her honor, Morelli (Corilla Olimpica)  had to 
pass a dozen tests, improvising verses before a panel of 12 judges 
on 12 themes posed to her by the Academy.  When she was finally 
crowned with laurel, riots followed.   

She lived the life of a rock star, marrying briefly, leaving her 
husband and child, and following her muse into theaters and 
palaces, living off the patronage of the rich and famous.   Casanova 
knew her, Mozart performed for her, the Hapsburg Empress Maria 
Teresa promoted her and the poets and musicians of the day 
fought over her.  The volume offered here, printed by Giambattista 
Bodoni and with a lengthy introduction by him, is the account of 
the coronation ceremony, followed by dozens of gratulatory 

verses, mostly in Italian, written by the cream of the Arcadian 
Academy.  The typography and page design are considered among 
Bodoni's most lovely. 

  

 

  



  

ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO GENOA 

  

6. Brusco, Giacomo ;  Carlo Giuseppe Ratti. Description des 
beautés de Génes et de ses environs orneé de differentes vuës, 
et de la carte topographique de la ville. A Génes [i.e., Genova]: 
Chez Yves Gravier, 1773.    $2,000 

Octavo (18 cm); [2], 155, [1] pages, and [13] folded leaves of engraved 
views, maps, and illustrations.  Engraved crest of Genoa on title page.  
Text within typographic border.  Bound in woodblock-printed floral 
polychrome wraps.  Mottled edges. White background of wraps rather 
toned 

Second, much expanded edition of this architectural guide to the 
city of Genoa, intended, one supposes, for French and 
Francophone tourists.  (The 1768 edition was shorter and had only 
four illustrations.)  The printer, named in the colophon as Adamo 
Scionico, chose good paper stock that holds the bite of the type 
and of the engraved plates, which are bright and fresh.  The authors 
names do not appear in the text, but do appear in a very similar 
1768 publication in Italian from the same printer, and they have 
been traditionally applied to the French text as well. 

  

 

  



   

  

 

 

“MICRO-EDITION” IN HAND-PAINTED VELLUM COVERS 

  

7. Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de. El ingenioso hidalgo Don 
Quixote de la Mancha. Madrid: Moya y Plaza, 1880.   $2,000 

 

16mo (12 cm); 2 volumes.  xxii, 532, [4] ; x, 578, [2] pages.  Text in 
Spanish.  Printed in diamond-point (7-pica) type.  Uniquely bound 
in vellum over boards with hand-painted illustrations on upper 
boards (Quixote in his library on volume 1, Quixote and Sancho 
on the road on volume 2) signed “G. Losilla.” Hand-lettered and 
decorated spines, and hand-painted floral motif on lower boards.  
Vellum clasps and straps of binder's twine.  Pastepaper endleaves. 
Bookseller ticket of Casa Maier, Barcelona.  Reference: Benajes y 
Fonbuena, #209 (“Preciosa edición microscópica, impresa con 
limpieza y precisión que honra a los impresores.”)  

  

  

  
  

 

  



PAGANINI EDITION OF THE COMMEDIA 

8. Dante Alighieri. Dante col sito et forma dell'Inferno. Lo 
'nferno e 'l Purgatorio e 'l Paradiso di Dante Alighieri. n.p. 
[Toscolano-Maderno]: Paganino e Alessandro Paganini, n.d. (likely 
between 1527 and 1533).        $8,500 

Octavo (16 cm);[248] unnumbered leaves, signed a-z, A-H\8. Italic type.  
Printer's cypher on verso of final leaf, reading "P. Alex Pag. Benacenses 
F. Bena. V. V.,"  generally interpreted to mean "Paganino and Alexander 
Paganini of Lake Garda made this.  Viva Garda."   Woodblock figures 
covering five pages at end, including an elaborate double-page map of 
the first canticle, and schematic representations of the “sins” outlined in 
the first and second canticles.    Dated 1507 in manuscript on verso of 
final leaf.  Mambelli assigns a date of 1506, even while acknowledging 
the opinions of others who assign dates of 1515 and 1527.  References: 
Mambelli, 21 (“edizione assai rara e pregievole”); Adams D-91 
(postulating date as c.1525); Olschki, catalogure LIII (1903) # 651 
(“impression fort rare”); Sander, 2318; Baroncelli, La stampa nella riviera 
bresciana del Garda, #47; Angela Nuovo, Alessandro Paganino, #84; 
Fondazione Valle delle Cartiere, Alessandro Paganini (exhibition catalogue) 
#35, Edit 16, CNCE 1155 (postulating a date between 1527 and 1533).  

The date of issue of this octavo edtion of the Commedia, based 
primarily upon Bembo's redaction of 1502, has been tossed 
around, but recent scholarship has settled on the period between 
1527 and 1533, when Alessandro Paganini published a series of 
classics in the octavo format.   The house of Paganini was an 
eccentric firm that avoided the throng of Venetian printers.  They 
usually came out with books that looked and felt distinct.  The 
octavo Commedia is an exception.  the Paganini font is a bit larger, 
rounder, and more readable than Griffi’s Aldine. 

  

 

  



DANTE DURANTE 

9. Dante Alighieri. Dante con l'espositione di Christoforo 
Landino, et di Alessandro Vellutello, sopra la sua Comedia 
dell'Inferno, del Purgatorio, et del Paradiso.   Con tavole, 
argomenti, & allegorie, & riformato, riveduto, & ridotto alla 
sua vera lettura per Francesco Sansovino Fiorentino. Venice: 
Giovanbattista e Marchiò Sessa e fratelli, 1564.  $7,500 

First Sessa edition. Folio (32 cm); [28] 396 (erroneously numbered 392) 
leaves. Italic and Roman type, with the text of the poem in Italic 
surrounded by commentary in Roman. 96 woodcut illustrations in text, 
and celebrated portrait of author on title page, from which this edition 
derives its distinguishing nickname, “Dante del gran naso” or “Big-nose 
Dante.” Sessa cat-and-mouse device on verso of last leaf. In 18th-century 
full speckled leather binding, with five raised bands and compartments 
on spine decorated in gilt with hand tools. Red leather title label. Notes 
in ink on rear free endpaper dated 1807. Red speckled edges. Hinges splt 
but holding. First signature slightly sprung yet holding. Occasional 
scattered stains. A handsome copy in strong binding!  References: 
Mambelli, 40; Adams D-103; STC Italian 210; Gamba 390.  
 
We throw the word “iconic” around quite a bit, but it can be 
applied literally to this edition of Dante, recognizable by the 
portrait on the title page and known as the “Dante del Gran Naso.” 
To prepare the text, Francesco Sansovino (1521-1586) stitched 
together the important but largely unheralded textual commentary 
of Alessandro Vellutello with the famous but old-fashioned 
commentary of the humanist Cristoforo Landino. Sansovino used 
Pietro Bembo’s redaction of the text (Aldus, 1502), but diligently 
revised certain aspects of spelling and orthography.   

  



  

  

A READER WITH A BIZARRE SENSE OF HUMOR 

  

10. Doni, Anton Francesco. La libraria del Doni Fiorentino 
[with] La seconda libraria del doni nella quale sono scritti tutti 
gl'autori vulgari con cento discorsi sopra quelli.  Tutte le 
tradutioni fatte dall'altre lingue, nella nostra & una tavola 
generalmente come si costuma fra librari. Venice: Gabriel 
Giolito de Ferrari; Francesco Marcolini, 1550-1551.  $2,400 

First editions. Two volumes bound in one. 12mo (14 cm); 70, [2] leaves, 
last blank; 112, [7] leaves, (lacking blank K/12?).  Giolito devices on first 
title page and on verso of F/12; Marcolini devices on tp of second title 
and on verso of K/11.  Woodcut initials in first title.  Italic and Roman 
type.  In vellum over boards, titled in manuscript on spine, "Doni 
Libreria T. I. II."   References: Bongi I, 287 (“queste due operette 
del Doni ... tengono luogo assai importante nella biblioteca 
italiana”); Adams D-817 and D-822; BM Italian, 225-226.  

Doni's idea was to catalogue all the Italian-language authors 
published to date and record his impressions of them.  These 
efforts broke fresh ground in several camps: book collecting, 
bibliography, and reader criticism. Bongi wrote, “Everyone knows 
these two books are the first Italian studies in bibliography, and, as 
always, the author displays his ingenuity and his bizarre sense of 
humor, recording unusual comments and singular judgments.” 

  

 

  



  

  

  

THE BEST LAUGH-LINES IN ANCIENT GREECE 

  

11. Estienne, Henri;  Publilius, Syrus;  Desiderius Erasmus. 
Comicorum graecorum sententiae, id est [in Greek] gnomai; 
latinis versibus ab Henr. Stephano redditae, & 
annotationibus illustratae. [Paris]: Henricus Stephanus 
[Estienne], 1569.             $650 

First Edition. 32mo (115 x 55 mm); [32], 635 (numbered 633), [5] 
pages.  Ornamental headpieces. Text pages toned but effectively 
unblemished, although the upper right corner of the 16th leaf is 
torn, with some text loss.  A good, strong copy.  References: 
Renouard, Estiennes, 132, #3; Schreiber, 175.  

Per Schreiber: “Collection of aphorisms and proverbs from the 
Greek comic writers ... selected, translated [into Latin] and 
annotated by Henri Estienne, who also added a dissertation on the 
method of selection of literary proverbs....  A second part contains 
proverbial expressions derived from Roman comic writers, as well 
as selected sententiae from Publilius Syrus, with annotations by 
Erasmus.” 

  

 

  



THE BRIDE WORE A CROWN OF ASPARAGUS 

12. Fausto da Longiano, Sebastiano; Plutarch. Delle nozze, 
trattato del Fausto da Longiano, in cui si leggono i riti, i 
costumi, gl'instituti, le cerimonie, et le solennità di diversi 
antichi popoli, onde si sono tratti molti problemi; & 
aggiuntivi, i precetti matrimoniali di Plutarco. Venice: Plinio 
Pietrasanta, 1554.      $2,200 

First edition. Quarto (22 cm); 45, [3] pages (last leaf blank).  Title within 
woodcut architectural border.  Historiated woodcut initials throughout.  
In half vellum over 17th- or 18th-century woodblock printed paste 
paper, titled in manuscript on spine.  Lower board ruptured near corner, 
subsequently rebuilt.  Some leaves toned brown. Early ownership 
inscriptions and later bibliographical notes on front free endpaper and 
on rear pastedown.  References: Adams F-182; Olschki, Choix de livres 
anciens, VI, 5817  

This essay extolling marriage is an early artifact of modern 
ethnography, in that it poses as a survey of marriage customs 
through history and around the world.  In true humanist fashion, 
Fausto mines the ancient historians for most of his material.  So 
we find out that in Lacedaemonia (or, Atlantis), men who refused 
to marry were forced to run naked through the forum in the dead 
of winter, and that in Assyria, husbands were bound by law to obey 
their wives.  The text concludes with a long series of Q&A 
(“quesiti”) concerning marriage ceremonies, in which we find out 
why the Boetians crowned brides with asparagus, why Persian 
couples wait until spring to “consummate” any marriage, and why 
it is customary to grease the newlyweds’ doorway with pig fat or 
wolf fat. The book is also notable for its lovely, large woodcut 

initials, including a letter T showing a satyr and a man at table 
together, a P with a bare-breasted woman driving a triumphal 
chariot, and an N with a lion-headed man astride a swimming 
horse. 

  

 

  



  

13 [Fra Pietro da Palermo?]. Zingarella che indovina. Come 
piamente si può contemplare quando la Beatissima Vergine 
con Gesù, e S. Giuseppe se ne andavano fuggitivi in Egitto; 
loro incontrò, ed alloggiò. Napoli: 1799.   $800 

No earlier editions known. 15 cm; 8 pages. Woodcut illustration on title 
page. Title within decorated border. Untrimmed. Unbound. Preserved in 
custom portfolio with cutout to display title page. Red ribbon tie. 
Owner's inscription in margin of title page, possibly that of Michele 
Tafuri, Neapolitan literary scholar and collector of manuscripts who 
flourished in the first half of the 19th century.  References: Giannini, 
Poesia popolare, p. 533;  S. Salmone-Marino, “Le storie popolari in poesia 
siciliana messe a stampa…” in Archivio per lo studio delle tradizioni popolari, 
(1897) p 112 f.;  Domenica Borriello, “Stampatori del sacro a Napoli tra 
’800 e ‘900,” Etnoantropologia, V:2 (2017).  

Popular ballad in Italian verse in which Mary, Joseph, and the baby 
Jesus encounter a poor fortune-teller who, despite her poverty, 
hosts the family and tends to its needs during the flight into Egypt. 
The fortune-teller recognizes the baby as divine, and after praising 
him and his parents, and in exchange for salvation, she foretells the 
Passion.  The Italian text is a contemporary translation of a 
chapbook with no date in Sicilian dialect, ("Zingaredda Induvina") 
attributed to one Fra Pietro da Palermo.  Surviving copies of any 
edition are extremely unusual. A few 19th-century copies are extant 
(an 1880 printing is even scanned online).  As far as we know, this 
is earliest dated copy and the exemplar for all later printings.  The 
figure of the Rom fortune teller who succors the family during the 
flight into Egypt is a local Neapolitan addition to the events 
accounted in the Gospels.  

  

  



A BOOK TO BE CHERISHED IN THE HEART 

14. Gaurico, Pomponio (1481-1528). Pomponii Gaurici 
neapolitani, ... De sculptura seu statuaria: libellus sane 
elegantissimus, pictoribus, sculptoribus, statuarijs, 
architectis &c. mire utilis, &c lectu iucundu. Item Aeglogae 
lepidissimae, duae….  Antwerp: Ioannes Grapheus, 1528.     
       $4,500 

Octavo (16 cm) [64] leaves, signed a-h in 8s.  Full-page "Charity" printer's 
device (thought to have been designed by  Pieter Coecke van Aelst) on 
last page.  Italic type.  Title page elaborated at an early date in ink with 
image of a chalice or urn.  Several ownership inscriptions in ink on title 
page.  Marginal notes in manuscript on a4r and in lower margin of f3v.  
Manuscript note canceled on g6v.    Bound in recent  full calf with gilt 
and blind-tooled panels in period style, with author's name stamped in 
gilt on upper board.  Pages somewhat toned, occasional stains.  BM 
Dutch, p. 82.  

Pomponio Gaurico was the youngest of Giovanni Pontano’s 
students, and the last to carry Pontano’s Neapolitan brand of 
Humanism into the 16th century.  (From 1512 he held the chair in 
Humanistic Studies at the University of Naples.)   His treatise on 
bronze sculpture came out of his studies at the University of 
Padua, and was published at Florence in 1504.  It was quickly 
recognized as a fundamental statement of art theory, written in 
elegant Latin (for which Pontano and his students were justly 
famous).  The second edition, offered here, was printed in 
Antwerp.  It is significant not only as an early printing of a 
perennial text, but as evidence of the spread of Italian humanism, 
with its principles of proportion, perspective, and ideal beauty, to 

Northern European artists and thinkers.   In a preface, Cornelius 
describes the text as “a rare bird, an uncommon treasure, a 
textbook useful not only for sculptors or painters, but also to all 
writers, whether they be poets or historians or philosophers.  It is 
a book to be cherished in the heart.” 

  

 

  



 

LOVE AND SEX NOT ALLOWED  

15. [Lando, Ortensio]. Quattro libri de dubbi: con le solutioni 
a ciascun dubbio accommodate : la materia del primo e` 
naturale : del secondo e` mista (benche per lo piu sia morale) 
: del terzo e` amorosa : & del quarto e` religiosa. Venice: 
Gabriel Giolito de' Ferrari, 1552.    $2,200 

First edition. Octavo (16 cm); 318 [2] pages. Woodcut device on title 
page and on last page. Woodcut initials.  Bound in recent vellum in 
period style, yapp edges, titled in ink on spine. Early 20th-century  
bibliographical note bound in.  Marginal annotations in contemporary 
hand.  Leaf a ii, the dedicatory letter, present in two states, the cancel 
addressed to Johann Jakob Fugger closing with Lando's name, and the 
original leaf addressed to Christoph Mielich and not signed, as usual.  
Small perforation in the cancel, affecting a word. Occasional light stains, 
darker on last leaf.  References: Bongi I, 368; Melzi II, 391; BM Italian, 
377 (1556 ed.); Fontanini, II, 117. 

The title promises four sets of “questions and their solutions,” and 
indeed that was the plan.  Lando wrote Q&A on four topics: 
medical questions (including dietary and aging functions), ethical 
questions, questions about religion, and questions about love and 
sex.  It was the love and sex part that raised the eyebrows of the 
censors, and Giolito could get permissions to print it as the book 
was going to press.  As Giolito himself declares in a postscript to 
the reader: “I promised you four books of doubts, but since I 
haven’t yet been granted a license for the doubts about love, I'm 
forced to give you only three....  Be well and enjoy as much of the 
book as I could give you.”  (The license came later, and the text 

appeared in later editions.)  This unfinished text with its publisher’s 
apology represents a fascinating birthmark on the 16th-century 
book trade. 

  

  

 

 

  



16. Lando, Ortensio; Lucrezia Gonzaga? Lettere di molte 
valorose donne, nelle quali chiaramente appare non esser ne 
di eloquentia ne di dottrina alli huomini inferiori. Venice: 
Gabriel Giolito de' Ferrari, 1548-49.    $3,200 

First edition. Octavo (17cm); 161 [3] leaves (including final blank).  
Printer’s device on title page and on verso of last leaf. Woodcut initial H 
on f.2 populated with racquetball players, and woodcut initial D on f.3 
by the figure of a woman petting a boar.  Italic and Roman type. Slight 
yellowing, light water stain to some lower outer corners. A very good 
copy  in  c.1750 polished vellum, gilt-lettered morocco label to spine.  
C16 underlining and marginalia.  Occasional scattered foxing.  
References: Adams, L-562; Bongi I, 213-214; BM Italian, 376; Melzi II, 
115.  See also, Meredith K. Ray, Writing Gender in Women’s Letter Collections 
of the Italian Renaissance (Toronto, 2009); Serena Pezzini, “Dissimulazione 
e paradosso in Ortensio Lando,” in Italianistica 31:1 (2002) pp. 67-83; 
Natalina Bellucci, “Lettere di molte valorose donne...e di alcune 
pettegolette, ovvero: di un libro di lettere di Ortensio Lando,” in 
Quondam, ed., Le carte messaggere: rhetorica e modelli di communicazione 
epistolare...(Rome, 1981) pp. 255-76. 

The eccentric, peripatetic humanist Ortensio Lando was never 
comfortable with the noble courtesies of his Renaissance world.  
During his lifetime (ca. 1510-ca. 1559), he was in the top tier of 
Italian public intellectuals, but unlike his still-famous peers (Dolci, 
Sansovino, Bembo) he refused to buckle down.  He attached 
himself to Rabelais’s circle in Lyon (he was especially close with 
Étienne Dolet), while he worked in Gryphius’s print shop there.  
He rambled on to Erasmus’s Basel, and then to Germany, and 
returning to Italy he drifted through various Italian university 
towns.  He died, probably in Naples, in the late 1550s.  Sometimes 

he published under his own name, but he frequently used 
pseudonyms or indeed no name.  Despite this unsettled existence, 
he liked to call himself “Tranquillo.” 

Lettere di molte valorose donne pretends to be a collection of model 
letters written by women to other women, demonstrating that 
women are in no way inferior in eloquence and education.  Topics 
range widely, embracing the commonplaces but with the addition 
of women’s issues such as marriage, childbirth, the struggle for 
education, and the attractiveness of men, or lack thereof.    

  

  

  

 

  



  

ANSWERS TO ALL QUESTIONS 

 17. Llull, Ramon (1232-1316); Pedro de Guevara. Arte general 
para todas las sciencias, en dos instrumentos. Recopilada del 
Arte magna, y Arbor scientiae ... [with] Breve, y sumaria 
declaracion de la Arte general... Madrid: Pedro Madrigal, 1586. 
       $4,000 

Second edition in Spanish of Arte general; first edition of Breve y sumaria 
declaracion. Two works issued together.  Small octavo (15 cm).  [10], 86, 
[2], [2], 49 [1] leaves.  One full-page woodcut.  (Tassa and errata bound 
out of order among front matter).  In plain flexible vellum, titled in 
manuscript on spine (no longer legible).  Remains of leather ties.  
Manuscript notes in Latin on endleaves, along with some doodles, and 
pen trials on verso of final blank.  H8 torn at gutter, with loss.   Armorial 
bookplate of Spanish Prime Minister Antonio Canovas de Castillo (1828-
1897).  References: Rogent and Durán, Bibliografia de les impressions Lul-
lianes, 134. 

Pedro de Guevara’s digest in Spanish of “Ars Magna,” the 
principal work of the Medieval Catalan theologian and scientist 
Ramon Llull, first went to press in 1584.  What were probably the 
original sheets were reissued with a fresh title page in 1586 
accompanied by de Guevara’s gloss of the text. 

Llull intends here a working manual of logic, as Guevara says in 
the note to the reader, “to answer any question, whether it is a 
question about God or about his creation.”   The work was 
enormously influential, especially among eccentric, mystical, and 
neoplatonist communities. 

  

  



BODY-SCULPTING AND CONTACT SPORTS  
IN THE ANCIENT WORLD 

 18. Mercuriale, Girolamo. ... de arte gymnastica libri sex, in 
quibus exercitationum vetustarum genera, loca, modi, 
facultates, & quidquid denique ad corporis humani 
exercitationes pertinet, diligenter explicatur....   Venice: 
Giunta, 1587.       $4,500 

Third edition. Quarto (25 cm); [12], 308, [28] pages, last two blank, 
including 21 full-page woodcut figures. In late 19th-century full red 
crushed morocco triple-ruled in gilt, with gilt-tooled spine in six 
compartments and gilt turn-ins over marbled endleaves by Belz-Niedrer.  
All edges gilt, fore-edge with hidden marbling (á la fore-edge painting).  
Very slight rubbing to upper joint, otherwise a fine copy, with remarkably 
bright and fresh strikings of the plates!  

References: Camerini 930; Durling 3090; Heirs of Hippocrates, 354; 
Garrison-Morton  1986.1 (“One of the earliest books to discuss the 
therapeutic value of gymnastics and sports generally for the cure of 
disease and disability, and an important study of gymnastics in the 
ancient world..”)  When Luc'Antonio Giunta first published this text 
in 1569, it had a single plate (showing the plan of an ideal 
gymnasium).  The brilliant illustrations by Pirro Ligorio first 
appeared in 1573, and are printed here for a second time.  The cuts 
may have been printed from freshly carved blocks, to judge from 
the freshness of the impressions in this copy.  In any case, they 
betray a fond affection for physical culture, for bodies in training, 
and for the arts of wrestling, boxing, weight lifing, and resistance 
training. 

  

 

  



19. Restif de la Bretonne, Nicolas-Edme (1734-1806). Les 
gynographes, ou Idées de deux honnêtes-femmes sur un 
projet de reglement proposé à toute l'Europe pour mettre les 
femmes à leur place, & opérer le bonheur des deux sexes.... 
The Hague [but Paris]: Gosse et Pinet; Humblot, 1777.    $1,500 

First edition. 2 volumes,  octavo (22); viii, 238; [239-] 567, [1] pages. 
Unbound, untrimmed, unmarked, and completely unsophisticated copy 
in original publisher’s marbled paper wraps.  Pages not bright. Some 
dampstains and occasional spots. References:  Courbin, Rétif et son oeuvre, 
#14595; Rives Childs, XVI, p. 245; Jacob, XVII, p. 143.  

The collected works of Restif de la Bretonne would probably fill 
an entire wall case. He wrote tirelessly, producing some 250 books-
-a considerable physical task, if not the intellectual achievement of 
some of his contemporaries in the French siècle des Lumières.  He 
also bravely ignored standard literary forms, forging his own way 
into autobiography, polemic, essay, pornography, and fiction, 
leaving trails that are yet to be explored. The volumes offered here, 
in their completely original, unsophisticated state, form a part of 
an ambitious series of books that appeared over two decades under 
the umbrella title Idées singulières, an extensive road map for the 
creation of a utopia.  Each title in the series proposes a reform 
project for a particular aspect of society. In the case of Les 
gynographes, that aspect is the status of women.  While not entirely 
a 21st-century feminist (disappointingly he is unable to exceed 
received patriarchal attitudes), Restif makes some presciently 
modern arguments, including that gender inequality is a social 
construct and is not biologically determined, and that education is 
the key to gender equality. Indeed the text betrays a disconcerting 
mix of statements, misogynistic ones alongside truly revolutionary 

ideas about the condition of women in society. Even the 19th-
century bibliographer, P.L. Jacob, notes that “some very singular 
and very original ideas” occur juxtaposed against “severe and 
unjust comments” about women. 

  

  



MODELED ON ATTIC NIGHTS 

20. Ricchieri, Ludovico (i.e., Ludovicus Caelius Rhodiginus). 
[Lectionum antiquarium libri XVI]  Sicuti antiquarum 
lectionum commentaries….  Venice: in aedibus Aldi, et Andreae 
soceri, 1516.       $9,000 

First edition. Folio (31 cm); [40], 862, [6] pages.  Title page printed in red.  
Aldine anchor-and-dolphin device in red on title page, and again in black 
on verso of final leaf.  In contemporary full vellum, titled in manuscript 
on spine with flourishes.  Raised bands on spine.  Signs of professional 
repair to vellum on spine and joints; renewed endleaves.  Very occasional 
blemishes in margins of text; title page a bit dusty with two ink stains, 
early owner's name in lower margin and early ownership monograms 
flanking Aldine device.   References: Renouard, p.79, #11; Adams, R-
450; Ahmanson-Murphy 123.  

The anxiety of Humanist scholars over the decay and loss of Latin 
and Greek culture not only demanded bookhunters combing 
monasteries for lost texts, but also intense work on recovering 
fragments of text, wisps of references, second-hand reports or 
citations from scrolls that were otherwise crumbled away.  
Poliziano, Perotti, Maffeo Vegio, and Erasmus contributed 
important volumes to the genre.  Ricchieri's awesome encyclopedia 
is frequently compared to Erasmus’s Adagia, but I think the more 
accurate model is Aulus Gellius’s Attic Nights, also a vast, 
encyclopedic compendium of gathered fragments and overheard 
lore.  Ricchieri, who was one of the most erudite classical scholars 
of the entire Renaissance, retrieves from his vast reading a wealth 
of knowledge about Greek and Roman music, mythology, history, 
literature, prosody, rhetoric, and culture.  He dedicated the volume 

to the great Humanist book collector Jean Grolier  Rabelais is said 
to have depended on it, and its influence is very evident on 
Ricchieri’s star student, Julius Caesar Scaliger. 

  

 

  



  

  

  

FRACTURED FAIRY TALES 

21. Roberti, Giambattista (1719-1786). Favole esopiane del 
Conte Abate Giambatista Roberti. Bassano del Grappa: 
Remondini, 1795.      $550 

12mo (18 cm);  [4], xli, [3], 168 pages, including engraved frontispiece 
and engraved title page.  Untrimmed copy in publisher's block-printed 
decorated wraps, paper title label on spine. Wrapper peeling at spine 
ends.  Early owner’s ink stamp on title page.   References: De Backer & 
Sommervogel, VI, 1911, #32; Cf Gamba 2420.  

 Giuseppe Remondini writes in the preface to this volume that 
although there are several extant editions, “none other can rival 
boast the breadth and the accuracy of mine, since it has been 
reviewed with careful diligence by the author himself and enriched 
by him with fresh material.”  

  

  



 

  
  

WHAT IS THIS THING CALLED LOVE? 

  

22. Socio, Nobile. Le miserie de li amanti. Venice: Bernardino de 
Vitali, 1533.          $5,000 

First edition. Quarto (21 cm); [90] leaves, including final blank.  In modern 
polished calf, titled in gilt on spine.  Gilt dentelles.  Some very light 
dampmarks through latter half  of text.   Reference: BM Italian, p. 631; 
Haym, III, p. 44; Hoepli, Cento Libri Piacevoli, 1936, n. 87; Jules Gay, 
Bibliographie des principaux ouvrages relatifs à amour, p. 205.  

Inspired by Sanazzaro’s Arcadia, this pastoral tale in prose and verse 
by a physician from Salò is set along the shores of Lake Garda.  It 
is in fact a series of dialogues on love: what is it, how does it 
manifest itself, and how does it feel?  Sexual love is not ignored in 
the discussion, which may be why the book was feverishly pursued 
by the youth of the 16th century, and heavily underlined and 
rumpled (but not this copy!) to the point that few copies survive.  It 
is a true rarity of Italian pastoral literature and Renaissance ideas of 
gender and affection. 



  

A PIVOTAL TEXT 

  

23. Spinoza, Baruch. B.d.S. opera posthuma quorum series 
post praefationem exhibetur.  Amsterdam: Jan Rieuwertsz, 
1677.        $18,000 

Quarto (21 cm); [40], 614, [34], 112, [8] pages.  Woodcut device on title 
page; tail-pieces; initials.  Woodcut diagrams and  illustrations in text.   
Text mostly in Latin, some translated from Dutch, and some in Hebrew.  
Contents: I. Ethica, more geometrico demonstrata -- II. Politica -- III. 
De emendatione intellectus -- IV. Epistolae, & ad eas responsiones -- V. 
Compendium grammatices linguae Hebraeae.   Full golden brown calf 
tooled in blind with border rules and panel rules enclosing small tooled 
fleurons, larger  vegetal ornaments at corners of panel extending out 
toward the edges.  Subtly rebacked.  Speckled edges.  Old ownership 
inscription on title page. Title page slightly browned at edges, but 
otherwise an unmarred copy in excellent condition!  Norman, 1988; see  
also PMM 153 (“The Opera posthuma .have served, then and since, to 
immortalize his name.”)  

First edition of Spinoza’s most influential philosophical work,  
Ethics, “in which the philosopher bridged the Cartesian duality of 
body and spirit by maintaining that the universe, including God, 
constitutes a unified, infinite and all-inclusive ‘Substance,’ of which 
corporeality and spirituality were merely attributes -- a unity 
expressed in the controversial phrase ‘Deus sive Natura’ (God or 
Nature). Ethics is thus considered the first systematic exposition 
of pantheism, the philosophy in which God is identified with the 
entire universe” (Norman).   Contents also include first printings 

of his correspondence (some of which deals with optics, the 
telescope, and his views on Descartes) and a simple Hebrew 
grammar composed at the request of friends. 

  

 



 


